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Abstract: “[The technical language of formats is nothing but a mask for the work of art itself.]“ (Spengler). In a period of realization, where 
the material limits between arts become invalidate, when the means of expression and the style of the author are becoming a revelation and 
destiny to him, the young and inexperienced learner needs safe conventions and laws. A proper set of techniques to make him self-assured 
and confident in his own abilities and searches for self-realization.  
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1. Introduction  

We want to create a form. We stay in front of the opportunity 
for realization of actions, constructing the form. To construct i.e. to 
realize, to structuralize, to create. To concretize some limits, some 
parameters – the form as a function, as a plastic art, to find a plastic 
language and possible form for realization of true and proper, 
limiting with exactness system in the purpose of saying when a 
particular form is plastically true and proper. 

 

 
Figure 1: Prof. S. Draganov, Assistant M. Gadjeva, student D. Licheva 
 

Some notions are impossible and as well criminal in the world 
of free art where everything is possible, everything is allowed, 
where the criteria and value of art become unclear emotional 
criteria, about which a group of people have given their agreement 
and using their public position impose a knowledge on the 
inexperienced consumer and beginning artist, which scientificness 
is with unclear outlines. 

Many artists in art and artistic modeling for sure will react and 
will hardly object that such a thing is impossible and there is no 
way to exist.  In art there is a freedom of expresses, but nowadays  
‘art’ can be everything, boundaries between arts do not exist, 
materials and techniques for their use is a matter of fact of personal 
notion, experience and sense.  

How we speak about plastic art if there is such a proper plastic 
language, when and how to use it. How to orient in to the diversity 
of forms, how to recognize the right signs from the nature in the 
purpose of knowing the proper reference points and criteria for the 
purpose of knowing what the author impresses and what a massage 

we want to direct to address to the user and mass consumer of home 
products and those with artistic trend. 

 

2. Preconditions and ways of deciding the problem 
In the schools with artistic orientation and  the artistic 

universities we research the form especially the human figure in 
detail from inside toward outside, from the smaller parts towards 
the hole – the totality of them – the hole human. In the end, the  
purpose is not the form itself, but its impression, massage and 
emanation. Through the years we develop our sense perceptions and 
our feelings, we gain and confirm some personal experiences, 
which do not have clear and categorical outlines and classifications, 
we recognize them through the year long conflict  with different 
problems in the process of learning.  

 

3.Decision of the studied problem 
Why and how from the ‘point’? 

Wassily Kandinsky affirms for the ‘point’: ‘The most compact 
constant statement. It is initial element. The point in nature is one 
directed towards itself essence, full of possibilities.’ Does this 
statement lead us towards our purpose! It is sooner a try an initial 
strength to be given, an initial energy to be given for the arising of 
plastic form.  

A line is a consequence, a trail by the movements of the point 
and therefore it is its product. The first line is the most concentrated 
form of the possibility of unending movement.” According to Prof. 
Draganov the first line is anonymous and boring. Its existence in a 
plastic object disbars the object itself from this moment ahead of the 
possibility of plastic art in general. 

The point is end and possibility for the appearance of plastic art, 
form, movement; it gives an opportunity for the manifestation of 
tension, and together with it the spatial form to be born.” - Wassily 
Kandinsky 

In communication between two surfaces in their wholeness 
mutually determining and depending on one another by the given by 
us tension in one particular point, the results form the 
communication on the tie are different and depending on the 
position of tension. 
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Figure 2: Prof. S. Draganov, Assistant M. Gadjeva, student Veronika 
 

 
Figure 3: Prof. S. Draganov, Assistant M. Gadjeva, student Veronika 

 

When we stare and follow the tension between two points in a 
chosen by us third one under perpendicular edge, we observe how 
the plastic element, which forms by the applied tension in 
dependence of the strength and the position of tension generates 
cones. 

“Without relations there is no space” Jean Baudrillard, 

What relations and what space! Always when we speak about a 
form, we connect it with some space. The space inside the form and 
the one around it or because of it. 

                          

 
Figure 4: Zaha Hadid 
 

An object of our research is the language of plastics as means 
i.e. in the relationships towards itself, the particular form generating 
plastic language from the proper spaces in the purpose of saying 
that this object is 100% plastic, and for sure it is true. We 
understand that from the aims we have set, from the parameters, 
which we use, from the senses in the process of working out the 
form and walk towards the end purpose. 

The students meet these limits and conventions in the courses of 
plastic methods and techniques, and plastic synthesis in Technical 
University - Sofia with leading lecturer and author of the program - 
prof. Sasho Draganov. Unique found out plastic language in 10 
terms of reference, through which we can observe the phenomena 
of what is happening in plastics with different forms, which depend 
on the author, but always complete the condition for proper 
plasticity.   

 

 
Figure 5: Prof. S. Draganov, Assistant M. Gadjeva, student Veronika 
 

When tensions exist applied in a point under perpendicular 
edge, addressed in different positions – form angle to angle or from 
angle to arc, the edge transforms in conic edge, which gives an 
opportunity a smooth transition to be fulfilled between different 
passages and surfaces and through that clear and legible approach to 
be gained for the realization of harmonious plasticity. Through the 
use of this smooth transition in different situations set in concrete 
tasks, which give an opportunity to meet all possible situations for 
realization of plastic relations between all known of us figures, we 
gain experience and confidence in the rightness and in the approach 
of the set of us purposes – searching the language of plasticity.   

 

 
Figure 6: Prof. S. Draganov, Assistant M. Gadjeva, student Veronika 
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4. Conclusion  
When we have already this language and these skills, we 

become adequate to the surrounding environment; we have exact 
criteria in different situations, which we meet in life and art. 

Than the life itself and the art become different realization for 
us. 

If we decide to refuse from the rules, to destroy the exactness, 
we know why and in the purpose of what we are doing it – in the 
purpose of the function of sensibility. We understand exactly where 
we are toward reality and ourselves.  

 

 
Figure 8: Karim Rashid 
 

The proper plastic language gives us knowledge and safety, and 
they are not an aim only by themselves. They are the alphabet, with 
which if it is already good mastered we create complicated 
expression of emotions, feelings, and mood. These are the purpose 
and opportunities, which give some proper and exact reference 
points in the world of young and already experienced designer and 
artist.   

   

 
Figure 8: design-China 

 

 
Figure 9: Arina Sublio 
 

 “We live in an imaginary world, but we are surrounded by a 
fully real reality. We are constrained to live with material goods by 
means of spiritual ones” – Pavel Koichev. 
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